**Give them a head start**
Implement a discovery service to prepare students for the kind of library research tool they will encounter in colleges and universities around the world.

**Show them the way**
Make finding information easier with a user-friendly search experience. Provide a single search box and a single result list highlighting your entire collection—primary sources, articles, books, and e-books.

**Open the door to information literacy**
Teach students to differentiate trusted sources from those found on the open web and to evaluate which resources best support their research objectives.

**Help them reach the finish line**
Your library’s e-resources support school curriculum and the integration of information and communication technologies. Give students the knowledge and skills they need to compete in a global society.

**EBSCO Discovery Service™** is a premium search solution that enables users to search across a school library’s entire collection at once using a single search box. Learn more at discovery.ebsco.com.